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The pumOSe Of the present study was to investlgate he e範cts of me number of mediators on
perceived procedural fairness of ADR (Altemative Dispute Resolution)i We assumed that a joint decision
by plual mediators contributes to procedual faimess, because people generally seem to have a belief that
a JOint decision is be請er than a slngle decision･ In Study 1, 131 students pa証cIPated in a scenario study･
Although we manlpulated the content of trouble and its seriousness言)nly the number of mediators
mattered, that lS･ PerCeived簡mess curvilinearly changed with it, wm a peak around 3･ In Study 2 with
79 pa証clpantS, We attempted to replicate me mding of Study 1 by a laboratory experiment simJating
an ADR･ A皿ough the results were not consistent with ou hypotheses, a positive association between the
ratlng Of comprehensiveness and perceive procedural簡rness was fbund･
Key words, procedural fairness, altemative dispute resolution. plurality heuristic
Introduction
Recently in Japan, Altemative Dispute Resolution (AD韓) is utilized as a new method of
conHict resolution･ As compared with the civil trial, ADR is at advantages with regard to time,
expense and Hexible process･ For this reason, ADR is easier for people to access than the civil trial･
However, lt is disadvantageous to ADR that it has not lega皿-rce･ Therefbre, dispute resolution
by ADR depends on disputants'spontaneous acceptance of decisions or suggestions, because
typicauy mere is no s舶ng legal fbrce to coerce me disputants into complying with the decisions･
BaHett- Howard and Tyler (1986) shows that pa五cipants are likely to accept a decision when
they perceive procedural簡rness･ Funher言t has been fbund that those who perceived the
procedure of ADR as fair are likely to be satisfied with it and their satisfaction tends to last (Pruitt,
Peirce, Zubek, Welton, 皮 Nochajski, 1 990) ･ Therefbre, we assumed that disputants 'spontaneous
acceptance of decision is promoted by the perceptlOn Of procedural簡mess of ADR･
Research has examined factors that promote perceptlOn Of procedural faimess in ADR, and
distinguished relational and structural factors･ Relational factors are disputant 's percept10n Of
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mediators. In ADR, mediators not only suggest 紅al setuements to disputants, but also have
intensive interactions with disputants･ Therefbre, how disputants perceive the lnediat｡rs may
inHuence their judgments of procedural faimess of ADR･ Some studies have indicated that
evaluations of procedmal餌rness in AD韓 are enhanced when disputants perceive mediators as
expertise (Arnold a 0 'Connor, 1999), unbiased (Imazai, Ohbuchi, a Imazai, 2001), and polite
(Imazai, Ohbuchi, 莱 Imazai, 2003a) and empathetic (Imazai, Ohbuchi, 皮 Imazai, 2003b)･
こ=i
on the other hand, structural hctors involve pemept10nS Of the system of ADR, that is, of the
way in which a dispute is resolved by all ADR･ For example, as Thihaut alld Walker (1975)
maintain, disputants perceive fairness of a procedure used for dispute resolution when they are
allowed to express their oplnion･ In the present study'We focused on the structural factors since
they are more stable and consistent in each ADR than the relational factors, which may vary
depending on personal attributes of mediators･ Disputants may sometimes feel that a different
suggestion might have been made if someone else were the mediator･ Such counter一塩tual
thinking may reduce the disputant's percept10n Of procedural ‰rness: If disputants believe that
the same suggestion will be made evell if the mediator is exchanged言n (-trasl再le perCeptlOn
of procedural紳rness may be enhanced･
In this regard, We assumed that a Joint decision by plural mediators contributes to percept10n
of procedural血rness･ People generally believe that a Joint decision is better than a slngle decisioll･
The "plurality heuristic " is found among legal professionals, that is, they also prefer joint decisions
as紳rer because of minimal bias. However言t has not yet detemilled in how many mediators are
approprlate fbr percept10n Of procedural紳rness･ We addressed this issue in Study 1 and m巾her
attempted to examine why people perceived plural mediators as fair in Study 2･
Studyl
we conducted an experiment in order lo examine how many mediator people evaluate as
胤r in dispute resolution by ADR･ Providing pa誼clpalltS With ADR scenarios, We asked them to
imaglne that they were involved in a consumer trouble and decided to consult a hypothetical ADR
institution (Consumer IIlfbrmation Center)･ The scellarios were made by mallipulating three
independent variables: the trouble was either cancellation or a contract of cellular phone or repalr
of a personal computer; the amount of money claimed were either lO･000･ 60･000･ or 200･000
Japanese Yen; and the number of mediators were 1 through lO･ The trouble and the amount of
money were between-pa止clpant Variables and the number of mediators was a within-pa山clparlt
variables･ A‰r reading each scenario, pa誼clpantS rated their willingness to llSe the ADR and
procedural請rness of it･
Method
part毎,ants arid clesign･ One hundred thirteen Students (46 men and 67 women)
paniclpated in the experiment･ Pa止clpantS Were randomly asslgned into one of six (-diti｡IIS
made across 2 levels of troubles (cellular phone and personal computer) and 3 levels of amolmt
of money claimed (10,000, 60,000, arld 200,000 JapalleSe Yen)･ The pa止cipants in the Cellular
phone condition were requested to pay a penalty by a phone company f♭r their cancellation of
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a contract･ On the other hand, the paniclpantS in the personal computer condition were
demanded to pay expenses by a computer shop fbr a repalr ｡f a personal computer･ In both
conditions, the scenarios emphasized that particIPantS felt that they should not pay at all･
Procedure･ Given the scenarios, the particIPantS Were asked to read them imaglng that they
were involved in the troubles･ Then, they were asked to answer questions to measure perceptlOn
of紳rness of ADR d鵬ring with the number of mediators: "How many mediators do you want
こコ
to use ADR? Please indicate how willingly you are to use the ADR di胱ring ln the number of
mediators請m 1 to lO''言`How many mediators do you think as請r in the ADR procedure?
Please indicate how揖r you think the procedures d舶ring the number of mediator誼om 1 to lO''
They responded to these questions by rating on a 5-point scde ranging hom ''Not at all''( 1 ) to
"Very strongly''(5). Finally㍉he pa血cipants were asked to indicate how many mediators were
most approprlate for ADR.
Result
We conducted a 2(troubles) × 3(the amoullt Of money) × ′ュo(the number or mediator)
ANOVA fbr willingness to use and procedural細rness･ The e範ct of the number of mediator was
signiflCant On both dependent variables, (F(9, 954) - 63･16 and 32･44,ps < ･ 01), but the effects
of troubles and the amount of money were not slgnificant･ Figure 1 and 2 shows the means of
these measures in each number of mediators. Pa誼clpantS in the 2-mediator condition were more
willing to use ADR 67 < 〟 01), and rated the procedure as fairer than those in single mediator
condition位) < ･ 01)･ There were no significant between the 2- and 3- mediator conditions･ The
more mediators there were,血e less the pa止clpantS rated the willingness to use and procedural
請rness about ADR･ The pa誼clpantS'willingness to use ADR signmcantly reduced血om 3
mediators through 9 mediators (aⅡ ps < ･01)i Likewise, their ratings of procedural飴-irness
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F.'gure 2･ Procedual raimess
As me most appropriate number of mediators, 44 pa証cipants (36･6%) selected 3, 23
panicipants (20.7%) selected 2, 19 panicipants (17･1 %) selected 5, and 10 pa証cipants (9%)
selectedl.
Discussion
By a scenario memod, We examined how many mediators panlClpantS Want tO COnSult with
and evaluate as緑T. The results showed mat bom willi呵leSS tO use ADR and perceived
procedmal細mess of it were dote-ined only by the number of mediators, not by the type of
巾oubles and he amount of money claimed･
However, 1t Was indicated that pa誼clpantS'willingness to use ADR and perception Of
procedural細mess of it was not linearly increased along wi心血e number of mediators･ According
to results of ANOVA, pa証cipants were less willing to use 5 mediators man single mediator (F (1 ,
111) - 9.82, p <･ 01) and rated procedural龍rness of 6 mediators as lower than that of single
mediator (F (1, 111) - 7･29, p <･ 01)･ It seems that participants rated 2 or 3 mediators as the
most approprlate for dispute resolution and they rated both the lesser and the more numbers of
mediators as less approprlate･ Ther抗,re, to select an approprlate number of mediators is very
imponanは)I an ADR since the inapproprlate number reduces pa誼clpantS 'willingness to use the
ADR and perceptlOn Of procedural鮒mess of it･ This suggests the number of mediators have both
e胱cts of increaslng and decreaslng prOCedural紳rness･
The particIPantS regarded the 3 mediators as the most preferable for ADR and highest in
procedural faimess･ Before we conclude it, however, we should replicate the flndings by a different
procedure･ In Study l'we obseⅣed the pa山clpantS十esponses to a hypothetical situation･ One
might wonder whether the same responses may be obse…ed when they are exposed to a more real
situation of ADR･ In Study 2, therefbre, We attempted to examine the number of mediators on
particIPantS 'evaluation of procedual raimess in a laboratory sett.ng･
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Study2
As Study 1 indicated that the 3 mediators were rated as the most approprlate･ We COnducted
an experiment simulating an ADR on computer･ We made two conditions d鵬ring in the number
of mediators, slngle and 3 mediators conditions･ Based on the res山s of Study l･ We hypothesized
mat panicipants who we㌣ treated by 3 mediators would rate the procedure as蘭rer ㈲pothesis
1) and be more likely to accept the suggestion (Hypothesis 2) than those who were treated by a
slngle mediator･
why did the paniclpantS Of Study 1 rate 3 mediators as簡rer than a single mediator? In
study 2, We attempted to answer the question･ Jurists argue that arbitrariness of a judgment is
eliminated (Tanaka, 1994). If a suggestion in ADR is made by only a single mediator, it might he
hiased by his or her personal experiences or preferences･ If it is made by plural mediators･
however, such biases may be reduced･ Therefbre, we predicted mat pa誼clpantS WOuld rate the
ADR procedure as less biased when it was managed by 3 m誼ators than by a slngle mediator
(Hypothesis 3), and that the less biased the participants rated the ADR procedure, the fairer they
would evaluate it (Hypothesis 4)･
Further, We assume that people believe that a problem is fully understood by see.ng from
many d鵬rent perspectives, as a proverb says∴`Two heads are better man one･" This belief may
be related wim evaluadon of procedural細rness･ Ther誼)re, We predicted that panlClpantS would
rate the ADR procedure as more comprehensive when it was managed by 3 mediators than when
it was managed hy a single mediator (Hypothesis 5), and that the more comprehensive the
pa止cipants rated me ADR procedure, the緑rer they would evduate it的pothesis 6)･
Method
part塙,ants and design･ Participants were 79 students (64 women and 15 men)〟 The
experiment was a simhtion of ADR on computer･ The paniclpantS Were asked to play a role of
a consumer who con仕onted a trouble and went to an ADR in order to resolve it. The
experimenter infb-ed that the panicIPantS Were requested by a phone company to pay a penalty
for their cancellation of a cellular phone contract and they decided to consult a mediator from the
consumer ln請mation Center via Intemet･ Actually the mediators were not real persons, but their
behaviors were determined by a computer program w血en in Visual Basic･ The simulation did
not pe昆cdy represent real ADRs, but we used it because it was able to control behaviors of
mediators, eliminatlng lnelevant e鵬cts such as those caused by their physical appearance,
gender, and age. Independent variables were the number of mediator (a single vs･ 3 mediators)
and favorability of the suggestion (favorable vs･ unfavorable)･ The participants were randomly
assigned into one of the 4 conditions constmcted across these variables (Ns - 16 through 22)〟
ETPerimentalprocedure･ The experiment consisted of 5 sessions･ In the flrSt Session, all the
panlCIPantS read a same scenarlO, ln Which hey were requested by the company to pay a penalty
and they decided to go to ADR･ In the second session, We manipJated the number of mediators:
in the slngle mediator condition, the mediator asked 3 questions to the partlCIPantS; and in the
3 mediator condition, each mediator asked a d鵬rent question, but the pa誼clpantS Were exposed
to me same three questions, as a total, as in the single mediator condition･ The third session was
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the measurement of the ADR procedure･ The paniclpantS Were asked to evaluate the procedure
in terms of unbiasedness and comprehensiveness of the procedure, procedural細rness, and the
Tiumber of mediators (a manipulation check)･ In the forth session, favorability of the suggestion
was manlPulated･ In the餓-vorable condition言he pa証clpantS Were told that they need to pay
nothing, while in the un鰭vorable condition, they were told that they should pay 60,000Yen･ In
me 5th session, h pa誼clpantS ㌢ore asked to complete a questionnaire including the measures
of acceptance of the suggestion and鰭vorability of the suggestion (a manipulation check)･ In all
the measurement except the number of mediator, the pa誼clpantS rated on a 5-polnt scale ranglng
mm 1 ``Not at all''to 5 "Very strongly･ For the number of mediator, we asked the pamclpalltS
how many mediators treated you and let them answer the number･
Rejult
Ma塙,ulation check. For the manlPulation check of ravorability of suggestion, We analyzed
the ratings on favorability by a 2(the number of mediators) X 2(favorability of suggestion) ANOVA
analysis of variance･ Only a main effect of favorability of suggestion 'was signiflCant, (F (1 , 77)
- 322.08, p < i 01)‥ the pa血cipants in me鰭Vorable condition rated the suggestion as more
favorable (M - 4.63) than those in the unfavorable condition (M - 1･41)I For the manipulation
check of the number of mediators, all the pa止clpantS in the 3 mediators condition answered "3''
and all the paniclpantS in the slngle mediator condition answered " 1 ''･ Therefbre, lt Can be
concluded that me experimental manlpulation of both independent variables was success請･
Dependent uariables･ Each of the dependent variables was analyzed by a 2(the number of
mediators) × 2 (hvorability of suggestion) ANOVA･ Mean scores of the variables are presented in
Table l･ A main e鮎ct of the number of mediators on comprehensiveness was marglnally
signiflCant, (F (1, 75) - 3.60, p - ･ 06), inconsistent with IIypolhesis 3, the participants in the
slngle mediator rated the procedure as more comprehensive than those in the 3 mediators
condition. A main e鮎ct ofぬ,vorability of suggestion on acceptance was significant, (I" (1, 75)
- 253.41, p <. 01): the panicipants in the hvorable condition were more likely to accept the
Table 1 Means 0日he dependent variables by the mmhcr Or mediators alld fav｡rability or suggestio}-
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suggestion man those in the unhvorable condition. The other main and interaction e胱cts were
not slgnincant･
Path analysis･ In order to examine Hypothesis 4 and 6, we performed a path analysIS･
First, we conducted a series of re伊eSSion analysュs in which an independent variable was the
number of mediators and dependent variables were unbiasedness and comprehensiveness of the
procedure･ Next, we conducted a series of re伊･eSSion analysis in which independent variables
/■′
were the number of mediators, unbiasedness, and comprehensiveness and a dependent variable
was evaluation of procedural鮒rness･ In these analyses, the number of mediators was included
as a dummy variable (single mediator - 0, 3 mediators ≡ 1)･ As Table 2 shows, the pa五cipants
who rated the procedure as comprehensive evaluated it as fairer than those who rated the
procedure as incomprehensive, support.ng Hypothesis 6･
Table 2　Regression analysIS
Dependent variables Unbiasedness of procedure Comprehensiveness of pro｡edue Procedural faimess
Independent variables







ln Study 2･ we examined the e胱cts of the number of mediators on pa止clpantS'reactions
to ADR by means of laboratory experiment･ Although the results were not consistent with our
hypotheses, the path analysIS indicated a positive association between the ratlng Of
comprehensiveness and perceive procedural請rness, suggestlng that disputants are more likely to
appraise the ADR as more appropriate When they perceive it as comprehensive･
That the number of mediators did not substantially a触ct the pa誼cIPantS十esponses in
Study 2 seems to be caused by weakness of our experimental manlpulation of it･ The paniclpantS
experienced plurality of mediators only in the second session, 1n Which they were asked d雌rent
question from each mediator･ In the other sessions, Instead, they were exposed the essentially
same situations as those who were treated by a slngle mediator･ For this reason, the pa五clpantS
might have not strongly felt that their case was treated by plural mediators･
Hypolhesis 3 and 4 regarding percept10n Of Am procedures were also not supported･ This
suggests mat plurality of mediators is not a su鮎cient condition to increase the paniclpantS'
perceptlOn Of comprehensiveness and紳rness of ADR procedmes, but it seems necessary for them
to know how the mediators discussed the case and how they reach a decision･ Since the decision
process was not clear in this experiment, some pa止clpantS might have wondered whether the
plurality approprlately worked or note
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A related problem involved in he experimental procedure was mat me same血ee questions
were asked both in me plural and single conditions･ PerceptlOn Of comprehensiveness may be
determined by how many questions were delivered and how diverse perspectives the questions
were made hom･ Since they were the same in all the conditions, it seems natural for the
palticIPantS tO make the same level of percept10n Of comprehensiveness･ However･ in fact･ the
judgment is a litde better among the panlClpantS Who interacted w血a slngle mediator man
among those who interacted with 3 mediators･ They might have perceived a slngle mediator who
asked three d胱rent questions as more comprehensive man three mediators who asked only the
same number of questions as a total･
General discussion
ln two studies, we a的mpted to examine people's belief of plurality ln judgment･ We
conducted a scenario method as Study 1 in order to examine how many mediators disputants
evaluate as fair tor ADR･ Although we manlPulated the content of trouble and its seriousness･ only
the numlmr of mediators mattered･ The perceived fairness curvilinearly changed with it, with a
peak around 3･ Why an increase over the peak does impair the perceptlOn O旺irness of ADR
procedures? This is an imponant issue to be addressed in請ure research･
In Study 2, based on the請dillg Of Study l'We conducted a simulation experiment of ADR
by manipulating the number of mediators (3 vs･ 1) andはvorability of suggestion in Study 2･ As
we saw above, the e胱cts of number of mediators were not substantially obseⅣed･ Study 1
indicated that disputants more strongly want to be treated by plural mediators than a slngle one,
but Study 2 suggests that only a change in fbrmal a血butes of ADR such as an increase of the
number of mediators does not substantially satisfy their expectations for ADR･ Instead･ they seem
to be concemed with the process of discussion done by the plural mediators･
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